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Rollin’ and Shakin’ Summer student gift idea

Each year I look for an education, inexpensive, and fun summer gift to give my students. After coming across dice at the local dollar store (12 dice for a dollar!!) I knew a kit of dice and math games was just the idea I needed! Run the game booklet on colorful paper. Attach two dice using cellophane bags or plastic baggies and pretty ribbon! A cost effective way to celebrate heading into summer, with an educational bonus!
More Games!

**Before and After (1-2 players)**—roll both dice, use one as the tens digit and the other and the ones. Then identify the number that would come before and after.

**HFW Roll It! (2 players)**—Using 18 HFW flashcards make six stacks of three cards. Roll one die. Count from the left that number of piles and read the card in the stack. Know it? Keep it 😊. If not, put it back. Keep playing until all the cards are gone!
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Have a rollin’ and shakin’ good summer!
Love, ______
Addition Games (+)

**Add It Up (2 players)** - Each player rolls a die at the same time. The first person to find the sum of both dice earns a point. The first to 10 points wins!

**Make Me! (1+ players)** - Roll two dice. Use one as the tens digit and the other at the ones. Write down as many number sentences as you can to make the rolled number.

Subtraction Games (-)

**Take Away (2 players)** - Each player rolls a die at the same time. The first person to find the difference of the dice earns a point. The first to 10 points wins!

**Get to ZERO! (2+ players)** - Each player starts with the score 15. On a player’s turn, they roll one die and subtract that number from 15. Continue in that fashion until one player gets down to zero. The first to zero wins!
Thanks!

Questions, Comments, Concerns? todayinforstgradeblog@gmail.com
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